


       is a product design studio
that shapes innovation into positive change



From ideas to production,
We shape innovative products for contemporary lifestyles.  
 
Everyday objects, electronics, furniture, mobility,
we define products, brands and strategies that positively impact how people live, interact and move, 
overcoming tomorrow’s challenges. Our network includes visionary brands and qualified manufacturers.



Walk with us
 

Either for a specific stage or the whole journey,
we will map the road that brings your projects to their users.

CONNECT EXPLORE CREATE REFINE MULTIPLY

> Introduction Meeting
> Company/Brand 
understanding
> Design Brief co-writing

> Trends report
> Competition analysis
> Innovation opportunities
> Co-creation Workshop

> Ideation & Brainstorming
> Product Design
> Mock-ups
> Design presentation

> Advanced Design
> CMF Design
> High-resolution Renders
> Realistic Prototyping

> Suppliers network
> Production-ready design
> Design quality control

Optimizing the product 
design to manufacturing 
constraints until it is 
ready for production, by a 
dynamic collaboration with 
the supplier.

Shaping a final proposal by 
refining design proposals 
into a detailed 3D design 
file and a thorough 
selection of colors,materials 
and finishes (CMF).

Converting intentions and 
concepts into functions 
and shapes by sketching, 
modeling, prototyping, and 
testing.

Studying people’s habits, 
forecasting trends, 
exploring opportunities 
to define the project’s 
playground and directions.

Knowing our partners, 
gathering relevant 
information for the road 
ahead are the first steps to 
a successful design journey.



We like to bring solutions to different contexts  
 
As our workflow is flexible and our tools are versatile, our experience is cross-industry.
We are able to bring solutions and innovation to a wide diversity of contexts. 
 
Following, an overview of some design projects we worked on



Extended Connexion

Client: 
Wiko

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
Ergonomics
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes
Product Development

Wiko is a wide spread Smartphones Brand in Europe.
When their demand to design a wearable accessory to extend its products functionalities 
came, the answer were a compact, yet powerful smartband made to support their users 

journey, 24/24. A soft textured band hold securely a resistant steel uni-body casing,  
while the sharp display allows interactions during diverse activities :  

Commuting, working, chatting, sleeping, running and diving.

Smartband 







Soft Control

Client: 
HP

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
Ergonomics
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes
Product Development

HP’s compact mouse has a dynamic and slim profile form factor to be easily slipped in a 
pocket or in a bag against a laptop. To preserve comfort of use, a slightly arched surface 

provides a soft support to the hand.

It has been designed for versatility : adapted to a desk, on the go and in between. The 50/50 
dual textures reveals the object’s architecture and its functional zones: A soft frosty texture 

invites the hand to rest, a slick shiny texture highlights the interactive area.

Wireless Mouse





Fit Memory

Client: 
Seagate

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
Ergonomics
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes
Product Development

Seagate’s ambition was to create its thinnest portable drive to mark the brand’s 35th 
anniversary. We worked on promoting the thinness of the technology while showing off its 

performance.

The Seagate Seven enclosure is entirely made of steel closely encasing the integrated 
electronics. This gives the object its very unique appearance inspired by a bare drive, the 

essence of storage.

Hard Drive







Home Brain

Client: 
HP

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes

Seed is a domestic data center that stocks, protects and centralizes 
the home’s residents digital content.

It allows users to easily access and share their data 
from everywhere in the house.

This data center is the vault of the family digital life and
has been designed as a solid yet precious object of the house.
The closed box inspires safety while the elegant metalled belt

lightens its shape and adds a touch of elegance.

Domestic Data Center





Pure Water

Client: 
Walk

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes

Karafe proposes a new vision of the filter carafes by using materials that match better with 
classic table objects (glass, cutleries, dishes,…).

It also uses a different filter system: the filter carafes and its cartridge system represent 
a consequent waste of plastic. To purify the water, Karafe hosts a Binchotan coal (special 

activated coal made from Japanese oaks). It is more affordable than cartridges; it is entirely 
natural and can be renewed three times with boiling water.

Water Purifier





Gaming Amplifier

Client: 
Tencent

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes

Tencent wanted to create a new kind of gaming console: a  console that translate your 
smartphone gaming experience into a TV gaming experience. A little like a chromecast would 
do for videos, the Tencent gaming console would duplicate the smartphone screen on the TV 

to enhance the gaming experience. 

The device would act as a beacon seating next to the TV transmitting wirelessly the phone 
games. The goal of this project was to find a powerful and expressive look for the console 

that would express the connectivity as well as the enhanced gaming experience.

Smartphone gaming console



AVATAR  concept
The body is standing on two legs towards 
the sky as a minimalistic representation of a 
character. The functional area is facing the user 
as an invitation to be used.



PRISM  concept
An ultra progressive direction that 
communicates new technology 
as much as it does new brand 
experience.   Elevated forms push 
the statement of connectivity. 



Soft Light

Client: 
Muuto

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
Ergonomics
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes
Product Development 
 
https://muuto.com/

The Strand Pendant Lamp is designed with soft, playful forms
for a modern expression. The design provides both diffused lighting
and direct lighting, the latter through its top and bottom opening. 

The design is made in a sprayed cocoon material that consists of tiny strands for a
complex, intriguing structure that, paired with its modern form, gives the Strand

Pendant Lamp an almost cloud-like appearance. With its cocoon material filtering
light through for a warm, comfortable glow, the Strand Pendant Lamp hovers

lightly in space, bringing comfort, harmony and a refined sensitivity to any room.

Pendant Lamp

https://muuto.com/lighting/strand-pendant-lamp




Better Packaging

Client: 
Innov8

Worflow:
Concepts & Ideation
Mock-up
2D drawings
CAD 3D modeling
Colors, Materials, Finishes

Innov8 is a Smartphone accessories brand sailed accross Europe, in its way to sustainability.
Stéphane Bohbot, its founder, asked Walk_ to find sustainable packaging

for its Phones cases.
We came up with solutions that are 100% recyclable and compostable,

plastic free, using less matter, and as much important, easy to manufacture.

Packaging





We bring our expertise
to a wide range of organizations 
 
From small start-ups with big ideas to established companies with progressive visions,
through our experience, we had the chance to collaborate with some of the most exciting companies.



There is plenty more 
to talk about 



Let’s get in touch !
contact@walk.studio

Walk Studio
17 La Canebière
13001 Marseille

France

http://walk.studio/




